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Model RTS
ropimex®-Telescopic arms
swivelling

ropimex®--Telescopic arms, swivelling
You won´t trip over anything hanging
on the wall.
This is the best reason for the use of telescopic
arms, the screening system which is only
there when it is needed. Following use of the
screen, simply push together and turn toward
the wall. Your room is then restored to its
usual appearance.

RTS models in old-age homes and nursing homes.

RTS models in the hospital ...

in the doctor´s practice.
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Model RTI
ropimex®-Telescopic arms
folding down and swivelling
ropimex®--Telescopic armsm, folding down
and swivelling
Ideal for intensive care units and locations
that do not permit lateral swivelling of the
telescopic arms.
Following use of the telescopic arms,
simply push together and fold down.

RTI models in multi-bed room. Alternating use of the
telescopic arms possible from bed to bed.

In old-age homes and nursing homes.

RTI models in the intensive care unit.
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Model RTH
ropimex®-Telescopic arms with
hooks, folding down and swivelling
ropimex®--Telescopic arms with hooks,
folding down and swivelling
In connection with a height-adjustable
ceiling mount RST, the longest telescopic arm
RTH 350 can be used to achieve a screening
lenght of 350 cm [140“].
Using the RTH models and the ceiling mounts,
you can divide each room as you wish.

GL
Detail: RTH 300 in ceiling mount RST 8.

Screening from wall to wall, maximum lenght
of 350 cm [140“], hook in wall catch (GL).

Window

RST

If the wall catch cannot be installed, e.g.
at the window, a ceiling mount is used.
You will ﬁnd further suggestions in the section
ropimex®-Telescopic cubicles (wall and ceiling
attachement).

RTH and RST in a multi-bed room.
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Telescopic arms RTS, RTI
Technical data

RTS

ropimex®-Telescopic arms, swivelling

RTS/RTI

Universial screen systems for
every interior

RTS 2.1

Material
ropimex® products mostly
consist of anodised aluminium,
high-quality glass-ﬁbre reinforced
synthetic materials, and stainless
steel. Easy to clean and disinfect.
Paint colours:
lilac, yellow, blue, green and
silver-eloxal

RTS 1.5 Telescopic arm, extended 150 cm [60“], 13 rings.
Fitting curtains: TCS 151,
TCS 152, TCS 153,
VH/C 151, VH/C 152
RTS 1.2 Telescopic arm extended 120 cm [48“], 10 rings.
Fitting curtains: TCS 121,
TCS 122, TCS 123,
VH/C 121, VH/C 122

With the new telescopic arm
colours and the extended selection of Trevira®CS fabrics,

85 cm – 210 cm

RTS 1.5

65 cm –150 cm

55 cm – 120 cm

Weight
RTS 2.1 0,7 kg
RTS 1.5 0,6 kg
RTS 1.2 0,5 kg

ropimex®-Telescopic arms, folding down and swivelling
RTS2.2
RTI
2.1

RTI 2.2

RTI 1.6

38 cm

RTI 1.6
Telescopic arm, extended
160 cm [64“], 13 rings. Fitting
curtains: TCS 151, TCS 152, TCS
153, VH/C 151, VH/C 152
RTI 1.3
Telescopic arm, extended
130 cm [52“], 10 rings. Fitting
curtains: TCS 121, TCS 122,
TCS 123, VH/C 121, VH/C 122

38 cm

Telescopic
Plastic parts/
arms (tubing) wall holders

lilac/
silver-eloxal
(LS)

RAL 4001
Red lilac

RAL 4003
Heather
violet

yellow
(O)

yellow/
silver-eloxal
(OS)

RAL 8023
Orange
brown

RAL 1033
Dahlia yellow

blue
(B)

blue/
silver-eloxal
(BS)

RAL 5000
Violet blue

RAL 5014
Pigeon blue

green
(G)

green/
silver-eloxal
(GS)

RAL 6019
Pastel green

RAL 6021
Pale green

38 cm

silvereloxal
(S)

Standard design see page 8

Silver-eloxal

RAL 7004
Signal grey

50 cm

RTS
2.1
RTI 1.6

80 cm –160 cm

Colour speciﬁcations acc. to RAL

RTI 1.3

100 cm – 220 cm

80 cm

RTI 2.2
TTelescopic
Te
le
lescopic
le
arm, extended
220 cm [84“], 17 rings. Fitting
curtains: TCS 211, TCS 212,
TCS 213
213, VH/C 211
211, VH/C 212

ropimex® universal screen
systems harmoniously adapt to
virtually any interior.
Choose your colour mix from
5 telescopic arm colours and
16 curtain colours.

lilac
(L)

RTS 1.2

60 cm

RTI

RTS 2.1 Telescopic arm, extended 210 cm [84“], 17 rings.
Fitting curtains: TCS 211,
TCS 212, TCS 213,
VH/C 211, VH/C 212

ropimex®-Telescopic arms: available in 5 colours

VR

ropimex®-Curtain rings

RTI 1.3
Weight
70 cm – 130 cm

RTI 2.2 0,8 kg
RTI 1.6 0,7 kg
RTI 1.3 0,6 kg

Close or open the attachable joints with 180-degree rotation by hand.

ropimex®-Curtain rings are always
included in the scope of supplies
for telescopic arms, telescopic
arms with hook and telescopic
cubicles.
In case of excessive strain, the
curtain rings are released automatically from the eyelets of the
curtains. This avoids damage to
the system and injuries.
Colours:
grey, lilac, green, blue and yellow

RVS/VR

VR

Inside
diameter
42 mm

RVS/VR half-open curtain rings for ropimex® Vario rail system (p. 34-39) or for
preinstalled ﬁxed systems. Only available
in the colour grey.
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Telescopic arms RTH
Ceiling mount RST

Holder for telecopic arms
WH, GSH

Technical data

Technical data

RTH

ropimex®-Telescopic arms with hooks,
folding
g down and swivelling
g

WH/GSH

ropimex®-Wall and rail holder for telescopic arms

WH 95
RTH 350

RTH 350

RTH 300

42 cm

42 cm

WH
6 cm

6 cm

155 cm – 350 cm

WH/LA
6 cm

RTH 300
Telescopic arm
with hook,
extended 300 cm
[120“]
wall catch,
25 rings.
Fitting Curtain:
TCS 330

WH 95
Wandhalter für alle
Teleskoparme

GL
Gegenlager

1,1 kg
1,0 kg
GL

WH 95

Please note: RTH 350 and
RTH 300 may only be used
with ceiling mount
or with wall catch (GL)!

16,5 cm

10 cm

WH 95
Wall holder for all
telescopic arms,
pressed aluminium,
screws invisible,
adjustable,
colour-coated.

WH/D

Paint colours:
white (RAL 9010),
Signal-grey (RAL 7004),
Pigeon blue (RAL 5014),
Dahlia yellow (RAL 1033),
Pale green (RAL 6021),
Heather violet (RAL 4003).

GSH/F

GSH/N

WH Wall holder for all telescopic
arms, height 16,5 cm, width 6 cm
WH/LA
Wall holder to bridge supply ducts
up to a width of 15 cm.

GSH/95

GSH/DK

ropimex®-Ceiling mount

RST 8
Ceiling mount extendable from
75 to 135 cm [30 to 54“],
for a room height of 275 to
335 cm [110 to 134“].
RST 10 (without picture)
Ceiling mount extendable from
110 to 200 cm [44 to 80“],
for a room height from 310 to
400 cm [124 to 160“].

RST 4

RST 8

WH/D
Wall holder, height-adjustable
by 15 cm, especially suitable for
shower splash protection.
75 cm – 135 cm

RST 4
Ceiling mount extendable from
45 to 75 cm [18 to 30“],
for a room height from 245 to
275 cm [98“ to 110“].

45 cm – 75 cm

RST

Weight:
RTH 350
RTH 300

120 cm

RTH 350
Telescopic arm
with hook,
extended 350 cm
[140“]
wall catch,
30 rings.
Fitting Curtain:
TCS 390

75 cm

140 cm – 300 cm

16,5 cm

RTH 300

The disk at the end made from high-quality
glass-ﬁbre reinforced synthetic material is
used to attach the joints of the telescopic
cubicle and the hook of the telescopic arms
of models RTH or RTA.

GSH/F
Holder for telescopic arm on
ﬁxed rail 25/10 mm.

GSH/N
Holder for telescopic arm on
ﬁxed rail from 6,5 mm to 11 mm
thickness and from 30 to 55 mm
height, height-ajustable, with wallsupport, lenght : 55 cm

GSH/95
Holder for telescopic arm on
ﬁxed rail from 6,5 mm to 11 mm
thickness and from 30 to 55 mm
height, incline-ajustable, height
10 cm, width 6 cm.

GSH/DK
Holder for telescopic arm with
two claps on ﬁxed rail from 6,5
mm to 11 mm thickness and from
30 to 55 mm height, height-ajustable, lenght : 55 cm
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Model RKL
ropimex®-Telescopic cubicles
(wall attachement)
ropimex®-Telescopic cubicles
(wall attachement)
With this space-saving model, you can create
a screen system in seconds that can be used
for washing, changing clothes, as well as for
radiation or inhalation treatment, as a corner
or U-shape solution.

RKLE 1212 as a washing place screen ...

... as a clothes-changing cubicle with telescopic arm RKAE 1.2 as a U-shape solution.
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Model RKS
ropimex®-Telescopic cubicles
(wall and ceiling attachement)
ropimex®-Telescopic cubicles
(wall and ceiling attachement)
The large-size version, RKS 2822, provides
a screen area of almost 6 m2. Ideal for multibed rooms and medical treatment rooms. The
height-adjustable RST ceiling mounts provide
the cubicles with a secure hold and make it
possible to set up the cubicles in series.

Creating space, for group
therapy for instance.

RKS 2822 in wall holder WH 95, ceiling mount
RST 8 in the doctor´s practice (cubicle size = max.
280x220cm [112x88“].

Combination of series cubicles and telescopic arms
with hooks in the intensive care unit.
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Telescopic cubicles
RKL, RKS
Technical data

RKLE 1212

RKLE 1212
Telescopic cubicle (corner
cubicle) extended 120/115 cm
[48x46“], with wall catch,
22 rings. Fitting curtain: TCS 217
RKLE 1515 (without picture)
Telescopic cubicle (corner
cubicle) extended 150/145 cm
[60x58“], with wall catch,
30 rings. Fitting curtain: TCS 330
RKAE 1.2
Telescopic arm, extended
120 cm [48“], 10 rings,
in connection with RKLE 1212
to create U-shaped cubicle
(120/115/120 cm) [48/46/48“].
Fitting curtain: TCS 123

RKS

GL

WH/F
W

WH 95

70 cm

RKAE 1.2

70 cm

RKAE 1.5 (without picture)
Telescopic arm, extended
150 cm [60“], 13 rings,
in connection with RKLE 1515 to
create U-shaped cubicle
(150/145/150 cm) [60/58/60“].
Fitting curtain: TCS 153
Special-design versions available
up to maximum dimensions of
170 x 170 cm [68x68“].

WH 95
Wall holder, pressed aluminium,
screws invisible, adjustable,
colour-coated.
Paint colours: Signal-grey
(RAL 7004), white (RAL 9010).
WH/F
Wall holder, with knurled screw.
Please note: For U-shape solutions, such as RKLE 1212 in connection with RKAE 1.2 as well as
for RKLE 1515 in connection with
RKAE 1.5, 2 x wall holder WH/F
is required!

ropimex®-Telescopic cubicles (wall and ceiling
attachement))
WH 9
95

RKS
RK
S 2822
2822
RKS
RK
S 2822
Telescopic cubicle, extended
280/220 cm [112x88“],
(long arm in WH 95), with WH
95, wall catch, 39 rings.
Fitting curtains:
TCS 330 (for long arm)
TCS 217 (for short arm)
RKS 2228 (without picture)
Telescopic cubicle, extended
220/280 cm [88x112“],
(short arm in WH 95) with WH
95, wall catch, 39 rings.

110 cm

Fitting curtains:
arm)
TCS 217 (for short arm)
TCS 330 (for long arm)
RKS 2315 (without picture)
Telescopic cubicle
extended 230/150 cm [92x60“],
(long arm in WH 95, with WH
95, wall catch, 30 rings.
Fitting curtains:
TCS 215 (for long arm)
TCS 153 (for short arm)

S 1523
RKS
(with
hout picture)
(without
Telesscopic cubicle
Telescopic
extended 150/230 cm [60x92“],
(short arm inWH 95), with WH
95, wall catch, 30 rings.
Fitting curtains:
TCS 153 (for short arm)
TCS 215 (for long arm)
WH 95 Wall holder

RST

ropimex®-Ceiling mounts

RST 4
Ceiling mount extendable from
45 to 75 cm [18 to 30“],
for a room height from 245 to
275 cm [98“ to 110“].
RST 8
Ceiling mount extendable from
75 to 135 cm [30 to 54“],
for a room height of 275 to
335 cm [110 to 134“].
RST 10 (without picture)
Ceiling mount extendable from
110 to 200 cm [44 to 80“],
for a room height from 310 to
400 cm [124 to 160“].

RTA/RTH

RST 4

RST 8

75 cm – 135 cm

ropimex®-Telescopic cubicles (wall attachement)

45 cm – 75 cm

RKL

The disk at the end made from high-quality
glass-ﬁbre reinforced synthetic material is
used to attach the joints of the telescopic
cubicle and the hook of the telescopic arms
of models RTH or RTA.

ropimex®-Telescopic arms with hooks (wall and
ceiling attachement)
RTA

RTH

WH 95

RTA 1.5
Telescopic arm, swivelling,
extended 150 cm [60“],
with hook at the end, WH 95,
13 rings.
Fitting curtain: TCS 153
In connection with RKS 1523 suitable to create U-shape cubicle.

RTA 2.8
Telescopic arm, swivelling,
extended 280 cm [112“],
with hook at the end, WH 95,
25 rings.
Fitting curtain: TCS 330
In connection with RKS 2822
suitable to create U-shape cubicle.

RTA 2.3
Telescopic arm, swivelling,
extended 230 cm [92“],
with hook at the end, WH 95,
20 rings.
Fitting curtain: TCS 217
In connection with RKS 2315
suitable to create U-shape cubicle.

RTH 300
Telescopic arm,
swivelling and folding down,
extended 300 cm [120“] with
eyelet at the end, wall catch,
25 rings.
Fitting curtain: TCS 330
In connection with RKS 2822
suitable to create U-shape cubicle.

RTH

RTH 350
Telescopic arm,
swivelling and
folding down,
extended 350 cm [140“]
with eyelet at the end,
wall catch, 30 rings.
Fitting curtain:
TCS 390

Please note: The cubicle rails of the model series RKS can only be used with ceiling mounts. For U-shape
corner solutions using the telescopic arms RTA 1.5, RTA 2.3, RTA 2.8, RTH 200 and RTH 300 an additional
ceiling mount is required.
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Model FG 95
ropimex®-Mobile screen

ropimex®--Mobile screen
The mobile screen’ 95 is ready for use in a few
seconds and quickly back in park position. Its
ease of motion, minimum weight, and high
stability guarantee simpliﬁed use. The mobile
screen equipped with one or two telescopic
arms is ideal for mobile screening, e.g. for patient accommodation in corridors, in multi-bed
rooms, in the emergency department or on
the gynaecology seat.

Mobile screen with folded-down telescopic arms.

Mobile screen in hospital.

Mobile screen ‘95 with two telescopic arms.
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Model FG 95
Technical data

FG 95

FG 95

ropimex®-Trolley

FG 95

UKB

Recommended telescopic arms for FG 95:
RTI 2.2 and RTI 1.6
RTI 2.2

RTI 1.6

We recommend the following
equipment:

FG 95 Fahrgestell
165x60x40 cm (height/depth/
width) [66x24x16“], 4 rollers
with a diameter of 100 mm [4“],
of which 2 rollers can be locked
diagonal in position. Aluminium
anodised, glass-ﬁbre reinforced
polyamide, corrosion-proof, disinfectable.

With one telescopic arm:
FG 95 trolley, RTI 2.2 telescopic
arm, swivelling and folding down,
extended 220 cm [88“],
curtain TCS 212 (230x140 cm),
[92x56“]

With two telescopic arms:
FG 95 trolley, RTI 2.2 telescopic
arm, swivelling and folding down,
extended 220 cm [88“],
UKB, universal clasp for use of a
second telescopic arm, RTI 1.6,
swivelling and folding down,
extended 160 cm [64“],
curtains:
TCS 212 (230x140 cm), [92x56“]
TCS 152 (170x140 cm), [68x56“]

LA Electrically conductive rollers
available at extra cost.
UKB Universal clasp for attachement of a second telescopic arm.
All telescopic arms of the model
series RTS and RTI can be inserted
in the trolley FG 95.
Mobile screen ’95 with two telescopic arms.

In park position.
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Model RLP
ropimex®-Lightweight
folding screen

Countersunk
360° hinges
close almost
seamlessly

ropimex®-lightweight folding screens
convince by their ease of handling.
With the 360° hinges, every panel may be
moved into the desired position.
Standard clothing: staph CHEK®.

Folded together, the paravent
can be stored anywhere.

Lightweight folding screen RLP/5 in
old-age homes and nursing homes.

Standard design without castors.
Optionally available with castors at
an extra charge.

Please note: Folding screens must always be positioned at an angle to one another!

Countersunk 360° hinges
close almost seamlessly
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Model RHP

Folding screen RLP/RHP

ropimex®-folding screen,
made of beech

Technical data

RLP

ropimex®-Lightweight folding screen

RLP/2 Lightweight
folding screen

Section: 2
Height: 165 cm

Weight: 3,8 kg
Width: 101 cm [40,4“]

RLP/3 Lightweight
folding screen

Section: 3
Height: 165 cm

Weight: 5,7 kg
Width: 156 cm [62,4“]

RLP/4 Lightweight
folding screen

Section: 4
Height: 165 cm

Weight: 7,6 kg
Width: 204 cm [81,6“]

RLP/5 Lightweight
folding screen

Section: 5
Height: 165 cm

Weight: 9,5 kg
Width: 259 cm [103,6“]

Countersunk 360° hinges
close almost seamlessly

Material
Frame: Aluminium design moulded
sections, naturally anodised, foot
ot and
cover caps made of polyamide,
light-grey.
Screen: staph CHEK® fabric.
The material is antibacterial,
ﬂame resistant, self-extinguishing,
ng
g,,
g
antistatic, dirt-resistant and long
lasting.
It does not need to be washed.
Marks are simply wiped off a sponge
and household cleaning agents.
Colours:
blue, white, yellow, beige or mint
Optionally available with Trevira®CS
at an extra charge.

Selection of colours also possible per panel

The ropimex® folding screen made
of beech wood and Trevira®CS is a
decorative screen system to protect your
customers’ privacy.
The chromium-plated castors guarantee
greatest stability and excellent running characteristics. Simply fold the screen after use
or let it stand as decorative element.

RHP

ropimex®-folding screen, made of beech

RHP/3
folding screen

Section: 3
Height: 165 cm

Weight:
Width:

9,4 kg
150 cm [60“]

RHP/5
folding screen

Section: 5
Height: 165 cm

Weight:
Width:

16,1 kg
250 cm [100“]

Material
Frame: Beech wood,
lacquered natural (N)
Chromium-plated castors
Chromium-plated 360° hinges
Screen: Trevira®CS.
Detachable clothing can be washed at
temperatures up to 60°C.
Trevira®CS has passed every ﬁre test
throughout the world and meets all
regulatory requirements in all major
industrialised countries.
Trevira®CS has antibacterial effect.
The physiological and dermatological
characteristics are impeccable.
Trevira®CS available in eleven colours
(see page 44).

Selection of colours also possible per panel
Please note: Folding screens must always be positioned at an angle to one another!
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Model RFW
ropimex®-folding wall
FFolds up to save
Fo
sp
p
space

ropimex®- folding wall
Formschön und elegant schützt die Faltwand
die Intimsphäre ihrer Patienten.
With its elegant and attractive design, this
folding wall protects your patients‘ privacy.
Can be used ﬂexibly as a screen or partition
in a hospital or care facility, this robust and
impact-resistant folding wall can be brought
into position swiftly and just as quickly returned to its storage position on the wall.
The number of leaf sections can be extended
later as required. The panel material is opaque
yet translucent, and with its high-quality aluminium proﬁle frame, the atmosphere it creates
is bright and friendly.
The folding wall can be customised with your
own individual leaf design, which can even be
changed after a few years if you so desire.

Flexible in all directions

Installation directly on the wall or
on supply rails with special holder.

RFW im Krankenhaus

Opaque 360° hinges.
Proﬁles: elegant and functional
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Model RFW
ropimex®-folding wall

ropimex®-folding wall in nursing or care
homes and medical practices
The Plexiglas panels are opaque and yet translucent, and create a friendly atmosphere. The
leaves can be custom-patterned to match the
room design. The wall folds up to save space
and can be returned to use in seconds.

Customised patterns available

The RFW in a medical practice.
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Model RFW
Technical Data

RFW

ropimex®-folding wall custom

The folding wall can be customised to your
speciﬁcations with your own individual leaf
design, which can even be changed in after

a few years if you so desire.
It is also possible for you to extend the number of leaves yourself at any time.

RFW

ropimex®-folding wall
Heights available:

Length open:

RFW/3 Folding wall, 3-leaf

145/165/185 cm

90 cm

RFW/4 Folding wall, 4-leaf

145/165/185 cm

120 cm

RFW/5 Folding wall, 5-leaf

145/165/185 cm

150 cm

RFW/6 Folding wall, 6-leaf

145/165/185 cm

180 cm

RFW/7 Folding wall, 7-leaf

145/165/185 cm

210 cm

RFW/8 Folding wall, 8-leaf

145/165/185 cm

240 cm

RFW/9 Folding wall, 9-leaf

145/165/185 cm

270 cm

RFW/10 Folding wall, 10-leaf 145/165/185 cm

300 cm

Beneﬁts
- Opaque yet translucent Plexiglas
panels create a friendly atmosphere
- Folds up to save space and can be
returned to use in seconds
- Screening lengths of up to 3m
available
- Range of heights available,
leaf width: 30cm
- Opaque 360° leaf hinges
Material
- Construction elements made of
high-quality materials, including
anodised aluminium and scratchproof Plexiglas.
- Easy-to-clean surfaces
- Disinfectant-resistant
- Completely stable and impactresistant, and extremely long-lasting
- Flame-resistant
Folding wall custom
- Customised leaf design to customer
speciﬁcation; motif can be changed
if desired, even years later.

Can be installed directly on the wall or
ﬁxed to supply rails using special holder.

Folds up to save space, can be kept longways or edgeways.
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Model RDSE, RDTE,
RDLE

RDSE, RDTE, RDLE
Technical data

®

ropimex -Shower splash protection system

RDLE in combination with RKLE 1212

ropimex®-Shower splash
protection
RDLE
R
DLE

WH

RDSE

WH/D

WH 95

100 cm

RDSE
RDTE
Splash protection arm,
not telescopic, extended
100 cm [40“], swivels to
54 cm
either side, folds down,
10 rings.
WH wall holder
Fitting curtain:
VH/C 100, 100 x 80 cm [40x32“], WH 95
blue, white, yellow, beige or mint
Wall holder for all telescopic
arms, pressed aluminium,
RDTE
screws invisible, adjustable,
Splash protection arm, telescopic, colour-coated.
extended 95 cm [38“], swivels
to either side, 10 rings, 54 cm
WH/D
[21,6“] when retracted and
Wall holder height-adjustable by
swivelled to the wall.
15 cm [6“].
Fitting curtain:
VH/C 100, 100 x 80 cm [40x32“], staph CHEK®-curtains
blue, white, yellow, beige or mint. This patented fabric is: antibacterial and anti-static. Mould
stains, mildew formation exRDLE
Splash protection arm „L“, not
cluded. It does not need to be
telescopic, extended 95 cm [38“], washed. Marks are simply wiped
side arm 25 cm (10“],
off a sponge and household
swivels to either side,
cleaning agents. Desinfactable.
folds down, 10 rings
staph CHEK® is ﬂame resistant
Curtain:
and self-extinguishing.
VH/C 120, 120 x 80 cm [48x32“],
blue, white, yellow, beige or mint.

RDLE

RDSE
38 cm

38 cm

ropimex®-Curtain
rings are always
included in the
scope of supplies
for RDSE, RDTE,
RDLE.

79 cm

Privacy for the patient, splash protection
for the nursing staff. The splash protection
relieves the nursing staff of having to
change clothes and thus facilitates their
work.
With a splash protection, several showers
equipped with wall holders can then be
used.

RD

72 cm

ropimex®-Shower splash
protection system

VR

RKLE 1212
Telescopic cubicle, extended
120 x 115 cm (48x46“],
wall catch, 20 rings..

RDLE in wall holder WH 95
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Model RVS
ropimex®-Vario rail system
stall
•easy to in
variable
•extremely
•durable

ropimex®-Vario rail system
One system – a wealth of possibilities
Inclined walls? Acute angles? No problem!
We supply wall connections that are inﬁnitely
variable by up to 180 degrees – and are able to
compensate for virtually any type of dissymmetry of the architecture.
To do a move or refurbishment: we conceived
the rail system such that it adapts to new requirements every time. Or simply grows along,
thanks to additional connector elements.

Vario rail system RVS at the hospital.

Vario rail system RVS in the intensive care unit.

A wealth of possibilities.

If an excessive pull is exercised on the curtain
screen, the unbreakable, ﬂexible plastic rings simply
disengage from the rail.

in front of lintels.
IInstallation
nss
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Model RVS
ropimex®-Vario rail system RVS:
a wealth of possibilities

Ending freely in the
room: End cap RVS/EK
stops the curtain

Colours
Special section tube: silver eloxal,
Connector: grey, RAL 7004
(other colours on request)

S
Straight to the wall:
W
Wall connector element
R
RVS/WA

Ceiling connections
Suspension to
passageheight:
with the adjustable
ceiling column
(± 20 mm)
RVS/DS.

With T-connector (RVS/TV)
or cross connector (RVS/KV)
you can create cubicles as
required

For free in the
room ending:
with the adjustable double
ceiling column
(+/- 2cm)
RVS/DDS.

Installation directly
below the ceiling:
with ceiling bracket
RVS/DH (distance
top edge of ceiling to
bottom edge of rail
approx. 6 cm)

Verankerung an Proﬁlschiene: mittels Vierkantmutter auf
der ganzen Strecke möglich; für verstellbare Deckenstütze
RVS/DS oder mit Deckenhalter RVS/DH. Max. Abstand: 2 m.

Inclined walls, acute angles:
The Vario wall connection RVS/
WAV compensates for dissymetries up to 180° and differences
in length of up to ± 5 mm.
Oder:
Verankerung über alle Verbinder: Serienmäßige Gewinde-bohrung zum Einschrauben der verstellbaren Deckenstütze
RVS/DS oder des Deckenhaltes RVS/DH gibt sicheren Halt.
180°

+/- 5 mm

Without problems across
lintels: e.g. at windows or doors
with the wall connection RVS/
WAS.

Subsequent changes:
n
simply separate special section
tube and mount a connector
of your choice, e.g. straight
connector RVS/LV

Corner solutions without sharp
C
edges: with the bend connector RVS/BV
e
((radius 70 mm)
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Model RVS
Technical Data

Special section tube

Curtain ring

Connectors

Easy ordering: Alll
that’s needed
is a sketch!

RVS/P

RVS/VR

RVS/LV

Internally brazed
curtain rail; extremely sturdy, high load
bearing capacity, made
of anodised aluminium
with external grooving.

Curtain ring made of
unbreakable polyamide. Releases from the
curtain loop in case
of overload (approx.
2 kg).

Straight connector
made of glass ﬁbre
reinforced plastic
with threaded hole
for ceiling column.

Simply compile a handddrawn dimensioned
sketch of the desired
room partitioning,
enter the width and
linear dimensions,
and specify the room
d
height and the desired
passage height.

RVS/BV

ile th
the
he
ropimex® will compile
entire system for you
u

Ø 28 mm

Ceiling connections
RVS/DS

RVS/DH

Adjustable ceiling column
(± 2 cm) consisting of
powder-coated die-cast
zinc bracket and anodised aluminium section
with stainless steel threaded cone for fastening in
the RVS curtain rail or in
RVS connector elements*
to suspend the curtain
rail to the desired passage height.

Ceiling holder made of
glass ﬁbre reinforced
plastic with stainless steel
threaded cone for fastening in the RVS curtain
rail or in RVS connector
elements* to mount
directly below the ceiling
(distance top edge of
ceiling to bottom edge of
rail approx. 6 cm).

Bend connector 90°,
radius 70 mm, made
of glass ﬁbre reinforced
plastic with threaded
hole for ceiling column.

End cap
RVS/EK
End caps made of
glass ﬁbre reinforced
plastic to stop the
curtain rings on rail
ending freely in the
room.

RVS/TV
T-connector made of
glass ﬁbre reinforced
plastic with threaded
hole for ceiling column.

Wall connections

Ø 60 mm

Connection across lintel
RVS/WA

RVS/WAV

Straight wall connector
element made of glass
ﬁbre reinforced plastic.

Vario wall connection
with inﬁnitely variable angle adjustment
(180°) for inclined
walls or desired branch
angles, and length
adjustment ± 5 mm to
facilitate installation
between 2 walls.

Ø 60 mm
Hole clearance: 48 mm

Ø 60 mm
Hole clearance: 48 mm

RVS/WAS

RVS/KV
Cross connector
made of glass ﬁbre
reinforced plastic
with threaded hole
for ceiling column.

Ø 60 mm
Hole clearance: 48 mm

Wall connection
made of glass ﬁbre
reinforced plastic
with stainless steel
threaded cone to
install the curtain rail
in front of lintels
(distance lintel to
centre of rail approx.
4 cm)

* RVS connector elements: RVS/TV, RVS/BV, RVS/LV, RVS/KV
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Model RTW

Model RTW

ropimex®-Daylight partition walls

Technical data

Not suitable for the oversea market!

RTW

ropimex®-Daylight partition walls
Modern medical treatment cubicles made to
measure. Due to their neutral appearance,
the walls ﬁt perfectly into any room arrangement or interior furniture system.

ropimex®-Daylight partition walls

Material
Impact-resistant hollow-chamber panels
with tongue-and-groove joints, antistatic,
water-proof, corrosion proof, and easy
to clean to clean using any household
cleaning agent. These panels are not suitable for use outdoors.
Avoid exposure to direct sunlight. The
frames are made of anodised aluminium
proﬁles.
Curtain rails (RVS)
We deliver curtain rails including accessories for the entrance areas of the cubicles.
Please note that the curtain rails always
overlap the front walls by approx. 20 cm
[8“]. Accordingly, the curtains can be
closed and are then tightly sealed.
Curtains
We manufacture the curtains at our company. Here, we use ﬂame resistant cutains:
Trevira®CS or Ropirel®BlackOut satin fabric. These materials are provided curtain
strips and are available in eleven colours
(Trevira®CS) or seven colours (Ropirel®).

Perfect details

Planning
For the manufacturing process, we require
a layout drawing in any case. The drawing
need not be beautiful nor must they be
true to scale. Only the dimensions are important. Pay attention to projecting pieces
(radiators, pipelines, etc.). Please include
these items in your drawing and provide
proper dimensions. If wall attachment
is not possible (e.g., due to a window),
please specify the room height. A ﬂoor
support / ceiling support is then required.

The combination ropimex®-daylight partition walls with the telescopic
system offers the unique possibility of being able to maintain the windows
in accessible and functional form.

Ceiling/ﬂoor connectors

Connection

Wall connection

Different rail connectors

Finishing examples
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Model RIA

Model RIA

ropimex®-Infusion arms

Technical data

ropimex®-Infusion arms

RIA
RIA 99

RIA 35

RIA 99 in wall holder WH 95

ropimex®-Infusion arms
The ropimex® wall holders not only
accommodate the telescopic arms,
but also the infusion arms.
Advantage: Nothing to trip you up
around the bed or stretcher.

reach
weight
hooks
load-bearing
capacity

RIA 99
100 cm
0,5 kg
2
1,25 kg each hook

WH/GSH
WH 95
Wall holder for all
telescopic arms,
pressed aluminium,
screws invisible,
adjustable,
colour-coated.

RIA 35
35 cm
0,35 kg
2
4,0 kg each hook

RIA 35 in holder GSH/F

ropimex®-Wall holder for telescopic arms
WH 95

GSH/F

GSH/N

GSH/DK

GSH/95

GSH/F
Holder for
telescopic arm
on ﬁxed
rail 25/10 mm.
GSH/N
Holder for telescopic arm on
ﬁxed rail from 6,5 mm to 11 mm
thickness and from 30 to 55 mm
height, height-ajustable, with
wall-support, lenght : 55 cm

GSH/DK
Holder for telescopic arm with
two claps on ﬁxed rail from 6,5
mm to 11 mm thickness and from
30 to 55 mm height, height-ajustable, lenght : 55 cm

GSH/95
Holder for telescopic arm on
ﬁxed rail from 6,5 mm to 11 mm
thickness and from 30 to 55 mm
height, incline-ajustable, height
10 cm, width 6 cm.
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ropimex®-Curtains
Life-saving ﬂame retardant curtains

TCS

ropimex®-Curtains made of Trevira®CS
S
Size table
Weight x height on cm

®

Available
in Bioactive
quality
(4 colours)

Trevira®CS curtains are so effective in
resisting ﬁre that they can actually help
prevent ﬁre from spreading. This ﬂameresistance is inherent in the specially
designed ﬁbres and is therefore permanently effective.
Trevira®CS has high quality cost-efﬁcient
features such as: fast cleaning, quick
drying, durable, and permanently
ﬂame-retardant.

Trevira
Trev CS is the premier symbolfor
ﬂam
ame-resistant textiles in ﬁve continents.
TThis
his trademark, registered by Hoechst
AG
AG, stands for comfort and safety.
Trevira®CS has passed every ﬁre test
throughout the world and meets all
regulatory requirements in all major
industrialised countries. The woven-in
ropimex® company name with the
sewn-in Trevira®CS label are your
guarantee for this level of safety for
all ropimex® curtains.
Trevira®CS has antibacterial effect. The
physiological and dermatological characteristics are impeccable.
Curtains made of Trevira®CS can be
washed at temperatures up to 60°C
[86F] with desinfectants.

Trevira®CS-Curtains
Advantages:
Gut

TCS 110
TCS 121
TCS 122
TCS 123
TCS 151
TCS 152
TCS 153
TCS 200
TCS 211
TCS 212
TCS 213
TCS 215
TCS 217
TCS 300
TCS 330
TCS 360
TCS 390

Sehr gut

Hervorragend

Decorative
easy-care
shrink-resistant
crease-resistant
durable

ropimex®-Curtains made of staph CHEK®

VH/C

110
140
140
140
170
170
170
200
230
230
230
250
270
300
330
360
390

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

175
120
140
175
120
140
175
175
120
140
175
175
175
175
175
175
175

CARE
Delicate wash using a single detergent, non-ionic. Prewash
if extremely soiled. To disinfect, apply a chemical-thermal
process at 60°C [86F]. When ﬁnished, rinse in hard water.
Fabric softeners can be ad-ded with loads of 5-10 kg
[6-12Ibs], avoid excessive quantities. Minimal spin cycle.
Tumble dry and allow to cool in the drum. Afterwards,
hang immediately. Dry cleaning is also possible.

staph CHEK® the fabric for the
bathroom unit area. This patented
fabric is: antibacterial, ﬂame resistant, self extinguishing, liquid-tight,
non-irritating to the skin, and does
not cling to the skin when net. Stainrepellent, antisoiling, and durable.
Mould stains, mildew formation
excluded. It does not need to be
washed. Marks are simply wiped off
a sponge and household cleaning
agents.

1

1. Open-woven midlayer made of highquality synthetic ﬁbres. Active antibacterial
components are embedded in this layer
during the production process.

2

light-blue

3

white

4

yellow

beige

100% polyester, permanently hardly
ﬂammable. The fabric fulﬁls ﬁre class
B1 according to DIN 4102-1, the nonﬂammable property being indelibly
anchored in the molecular structure

and ﬂame-resistant

- Uncoated, both sides of the fabric
identical.
- The BlackOut character is produced
by a speciﬁc fabric construction

Trevira®CS-Curtains: available in eleven colours

lilac

erica

7

8

light-blue

white

3
yellow

9
light-green

4

5

melon

peach

10

11

rose

champagne

6

mint

Darkening material with a light
blockage of 99%

ecological

2

5

ropimex®-Flame retardant
BlackOut satin fabric

ropirel

non-fading

1

Weight x height on cm
VH/C 121 140 x
120
VH/C 122 140 x
140
VH/C 151 170 x
120
VH/C 152 170 x
140
VH/C 211 220 x
120
VH/C 212 220 x
140
VH/C 100 100 x
80
VH/C 120 120 x
80
DUV
120 x
190

1

2. External ﬁlm layers. Surface action of
the antibacterial components is guaranteed
for a long time.

staph CHEK® fabrics are registered
at the US Environmental Protection
Agency under the no. 8730-2.
staph CHEK®Curtains: available
in ﬁve colours

Size table
2

- Soft touch,
touch noble textile
texxtile
appearance
- Can be washed at 30°C
Width of material: 150 cm useful
width
Weight of material: approx.
235 g/m2
Special colours upon request, from
a quantity of 600 running metres

ropirel®-Curtains: available in seven colours

azure

1
royalblue

2
azure

3
silvergrey

4
champagne

5
copper

6

7

gold

green pale
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ropimex®
Practical examples

11
11
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Information on
ropimex®

ropimex®: Satisﬁed users throughout the world
The telescopic arms of the ﬁrst hour
are still being used today.
From these beginnings, a system was
developed which, with its variety,
range of application and combination options, offers a suitable solution
for each customer.
ropimex® products, made of anodised aluminium and high-quality,
glass-ﬁbre reinforced
synthetic materials, guarantee
extremly long service life.
Since 1976 ropimex® has been
looking for solutions in order to
protect the privacy of sick persons
and persons in need of care.

ropimex® products are light-weight
but still very sturdy.
Handling, care and disinfection
without any problems.

The timeless and very attractive
design ﬁts into any room.
The system is not only fully developed with respect to functional
requirements, but also meets visual
demands speciﬁed for modern
furnishings in the ﬁeld of public
health service.
All these characteristics, including the
best advice provided by authorised
dealers and the quickest delivery
times explain why ropimex® now
has more than 75,000 satisﬁed
users throughout the world.

ropimex®: For your safety
ropimex® products do, of course,
comply with the highest safety
standards. The telescopic arms,
including the mobile screen, bear
the GS symbol for tested safety
issued by the German Technical
Control Board (TÜV).
ropimex® curtains made of
Trevira®CS pass all international
ﬁre tests and are tested and
certiﬁed throughout Europe in
accordance with the speciﬁcations
of Öko-Tex Standard 100.
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Dividing rooms ﬂexibly. Protecting privacy.

ropimex®-Telescopic arms

ropimex®-Cubicles

ropimex®-Mobile screen

ropimex®-folding screens

ropimex®-folding walls

ropimex®-Shower splash
protection

ropimex®-Vario rail system

ropimex®-Daylight partition
walls

ropimex®-Infusion arms

Universal screen systems

ropimex®-Vorhänge

Information on ropimex®

ROPIMEX R. OPEL GmbH
Bildstocker Str. 12 . D-66538 Neunkirchen . Tel. +49 6821 9 12 77-0
Fax +49 6821 9 12 77-99 . info@ropimex.com . www.ropimex.com
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